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Have you ever been to a circus? 
Circus Oz is not your ordinary circus! The 
Circus Oz show is an animal free circus 
with death-defying stunts, awe-
inspiring acrobatic performances 
and a spectacular live band.
It started in Melbourne in 1978. 
It now performs in 26 countries 
across the world!
Joshua Bond is the Koori Program 
Manager of Circus Oz. He is from 
Tasmania. 
                        

 Draw a picture of you and your family at the circus. 

Draw 
your idea
in the box.
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Read the interview with Joshua Bond on page 14 

ACtivity 1 
BuIlDIng ReaDIng sKIlls

• skimming and scanning for information.

• reading headings, text boxes and pictures.

• reading for meaning.

• making connections between the text and your world.

 There are three levels of comprehension questions:

 literal  The answer is located in one sentence in the text.

 Inferred  You need to make links between sentences and graphics  
    (such as illustrations, maps and tables) and what you already know. 

 applied  The answer is in your background knowledge,  
    what you already know or feel.  

 1  Which circus does Joshua Bond manage?           (inferred) 
                                                
            Moscow Circus

   Circus Oz

   Fruit Fly Circus

   a flea circus

 2  What parts of your body need to be fit and strong to perform in a circus?                    
                 (inferred)

   heart

   legs

   muscles

   all of these

 3  To be a good acrobat you need to                (inferred) 
 
            be rich

   eat a lot of junk food

   eat well and train hard

   be good at training animals

Shade 
one bubble.
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 4  Joshua says, “You get to feel muscles that you never knew existed  
  when you train  at the level every day.”   
  What does he mean by this?                                                (inferred) 

   he sometimes has sore muscles because he trains so hard. 

   he knows the names of all his muscles now.

   he does not train very much.

   he only trains when he has to. 

 5  What would be your favourite thing about being an acrobat  
  performing in a circus?               (applied) 

 

 

ACtivity 2 
language COnvenTIOns - sPellIng

 1  The spelling mistakes in these sentences have been underlined. 

  Write the correct spelling for each word in the box. 

  You knead to stay fit in the circus.  

 You need to have a hole lot of cardio strength. 

 There is lots of music, acrobatiks and fun at Circus Oz.

Write 
your answer 
in the box.

Write 
your answer
on the lines.

Shade 
one bubble.
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 2  each sentence has one word that is incorrect.

 Write the correct spelling of the word in the box.

 It takes repetition, practis and commitment. 

 Traneing to be an acrobat is very hard.

 Your mussles get a good workout as an acrobat.

ACtivity 3 
language COnvenTIOns - gRaMMaR

 1  Which word correctly completes these sentences?

 Circus Oz is a lot of fun for everyone   ___________ there are acrobats  
and lots of music.

              although

              because

              that

             however

 2  Which word correctly completes these sentences?

 You need to stay fit in the circus _____________ you need a lot of muscle strength. 

              although

              while

              if

              because

 3  Which word correctly completes these sentences?

 It takes _________________, practice and commitment to be a good acrobat. 

              repeat

              repeats

              repeated

             repetition

Shade 
one bubble.

Write 
your answer 
in the box.
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 4  suffixes

 A suffix is a group of letters added to the end of a word, which changes  
the word’s use or meaning.  
Most suffixes have specific uses. 
Suffixes generally used for nouns, verbs and adjectives are:

noun verbs adjectives

-age       -ance       -ar       -ence

-er          -hood      -ice     -ion

-ism       -ment      -or       -ship

-ed           -ing

-ise          -ude

-ure         -yse

-al       -able     -ery       -ful

-ic       -ent       -ish       -ive      -less

-like    -ly          -ory      -ous     -y

 Complete the table using the appropriate suffixes and modifying the spelling where 
necessary. There may be more than one correct ending.

noun verbs adjectives

collection
collector

collect collectable

act

enjoy

obey

survive

educate

introduce

ACtivity 4 
language COnvenTIOns – PunCTuaTIOn 

 1  Which sentence has the speech marks ( “  ”) in the correct place?

             I’ve always loved the circus, “said Joe.” 

             “I’ve always loved the circus, said Joe.”

             I’ve always “loved” the circus, said Joe.

             “ I’ve always loved the circus,” said Joe.

Shade 
one bubble.

Write 
your answer 
in the table.
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ACtivity 5 
WRITIng an exPOsITIOn

 an exposition is a type of argument that states one point of view about an 
issue.(a Discussion argues both sides of an issue.) 
Here’s how an exposition is structured. 

argument type social purpose stages Phases
exposition argues one point of view 

about an issue
Thesis

arguments

Restatement

preview

evidence
statistics
quotes
examples
elaborations

review
conclusions

 TOPIC – Circuses are a lot of fun when there are no animal acts.

    

 Write an exPOsITIOn to argue your point of view.

 Think about:

• examples, statistics, elaborations and  other evidence to support your ideas.

 Remember to:

• research your topic and plan your writing.
• choose your arguments carefully.
• give reasons for your arguments.
• give examples to support your arguments.
• write in sentences.
• pay attention to your spelling and punctuation. 
• use a new paragraph for each new idea.
• choose your words carefully to convince a reader of your opinions.
• check and edit your writing so that it is clear for a reader.

Write 
your ideas
on paper.


